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Self-Consistent Electrothermal Modeling of Passive
and Microchannel Cooling in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
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Abstract— AlGaN/GaN high electronic mobility transistors
(HEMTs) are highly promising for power and RF electronics
due to large bandgap and high breakdown voltage. However,
the thermal bottlenecks associated with the elevated temperatures
in the device at high power density presents significant barriers in
achieving the full potential of these HEMTs. Embedded cooling
solutions have been explored for these devices for the efficient
thermal management of extreme heat fluxes and hotspots. This
involves conductive, convective, and evaporative cooling methods
located closer to the electrically active regions of the device.
Developing simulation tools that can guide thermal-mechanical-
electrical co-design are necessary for implementation of the
embedded cooling solutions. We present self-consistent elec-
trothermal models for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs to study the passive
and embedded microchannel cooling. In the case of passive
cooling, we develop a fully compact electrothermal model that is
computationally very efficient and provides high-fidelity results.
The model can capture the spatial variation of temperature
profile in the device and can predict the temperature-dependent
drain current variation among the various fingers in a multifinger
HEMT. We then explore the potential of liquid cooling of a
multifinger AlGaN/GaN HEMTs using microchannels embedded
in the substrate. A 3-D computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model of the device is coupled with the compact dc current
model. Our analysis shows that the self-consistency effects on
power and temperature remain significant even for the high flow
rates in microchannels. Predictive capability of the “standalone”
CFD models of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs can be limited unless they
are self-consistently coupled with the electrical models.

Index Terms— Gallium nitride (GaN), high electron mobility
transistor (HEMT), microchannel cooling, modeling and
simulation, thermal management.

I. INTRODUCTION

A lGaN/GaN-BASED high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs) are considered to be a promising technology

for high-power and high-frequency applications. A combi-
nation of properties such as high breakdown voltage, large
bandgap, high sheet charge, and high saturated drift veloc-
ity make it an excellent choice for high-voltage and high-
frequency power-electronic applications [2]. The AlGaN/GaN
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HEMTs-based technology offers great advantages for many
industrial applications related with defense, medical, and
transportation [2]–[6]. However, the thermal bottlenecks asso-
ciated with the elevated temperature in the device at high
power density present significant barriers in achieving the full
potential of the HEMTs. High power density in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs (up to hundreds of watts per die) leads to exces-
sive self-heating, which can significantly affect the device
performance and reliability [2], [3]. Hence, efficient heat
dissipation in the device is likely to be one of the primary
design criteria for the transistor layouts and material selection
[1], [7]. Currently, SiC is the most commonly used substrate
material in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs due to its high thermal
conductivity (∼380 W/m–K at 300 K). Due to cost consid-
erations, Si is also an attractive substrate material for these
devices in some applications. However, Si has a lower thermal
conductivity (∼148 W/m–K at 300 K) compared to SiC, which
translates into greater junction temperature leading to lower
performance and poor reliability. While significant efforts are
being made to enhance the passive cooling by using high-
thermal-conductivity substrate materials such as the diamond,
active cooling techniques such as microchannel liquid cooling
has also been explored to reduce the temperatures in high-
power electronics [8], [9]. With the mandate of DARPA’s
current ICECool program to develop next-generation thermal
management techniques for extreme heat fluxes and hotspots in
electronics, highly integrated embedded cooling solutions are
being explored for these devices. This involves efficient con-
ductive, convective, and evaporative cooling methods located
closer to the electrically active regions of the device.

Chen et al. [1] discussed the recent progress in the next-
generation thermal management solutions such as embedded
cooling of GaN power amplifiers. With the demonstrated
passive cooling enhancement from the diamond substrate,
resulting in three times more power handling capability for
GaN-on-diamond compared to GaN-on-SiC, more progress
is anticipated by bringing convective and evaporative
cooling much closer to heat generating junction region of
GaN HEMTs. Bar-Cohen et al. [10] proposed a membrane-
based evaporative cooling solution for GaN HEMTs in which
coolant gets evaporated in a thin nano-porous membrane
supported by a microchannel cooler. They suggested that this
evaporative technique can reduce the hot-spot temperature
by more than 40 K compared to single-phase microchannel
cooling. Lu et al. [11] performed computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations to explore a microcooler design
that can dissipate large heat fluxes (>30 kW/cm2) in GaN
HEMTs while maintaining hot-spot temperature below
250 °C. The microcooler design involves the fabrication
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of microchannels directly on the SiC substrate, which
significantly reduces the thermal resistance between the
hotspot and the coolant. Lee et al. [12] performed simulations
for integrated microfluidic cooling located near the junction
region of GaN HEMT. They studied the impact of such
a cooling mechanism on electrical-mechanical-thermal co-
design of GaN HEMT-based monolithic microwave integrated
circuits. Using embedded microfluidics cooling, they showed
that heat fluxes in excess of 30 kW/cm2 near the hotspot
and 1 kW/cm2 at die level can be managed with junction
temperature within limits to allow reliable operation.

Developing simulations tools that can guide thermal-
mechanical-electrical co-design is necessary for implemen-
tation of embedded cooling solutions. Most of the previous
studies, using CFD models for thermal analysis, have utilized
temperature-independent power to examine the thermal behav-
ior of these devices [1], [8], [11], [13], [14]. Since the drain
current (and hence the dissipated power) depends on the device
temperature and vice versa, it is important that both electrical
and thermal simulations be performed self-consistently. This
will allow the accurate modeling of the device, which can
provide information about not just the current but also the
temperature profile in the transistor, considering the effect of
flow in the microchannels, which is necessary for reliable co-
design [15]–[17].

In this paper, we present a compact self-consistent
electrothermal model for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs to study both
passive and active (microchannel) cooling of these devices.
We utilize a physics-based compact drain current model
proposed in [18] for AlGaN/GaN HEMT and couple it
with CFD-based thermal model. This paper builds upon our
previous paper where we developed a self-consistent reduced-
order electrothermal model for GaN HEMTs [19]. The
physics-based compact drain current model utilized here offers
greater predictive abilities over a wide range of operational
conditions of the device. We compare and successfully validate
the results from the electrothermal model to experiments (for
output characteristics) and finite-volume simulations (for
temperature) of AlGaN/GaN HEMT on Si substrate.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We
develop self-consistent electrothermal models for both single-
and multifinger GaN HEMTs by combining a physics-based
compact dc current model with both 2-D and 3-D thermal
models. We use the developed compact 2-D electrothermal
model to study the passive cooling in the device. We demon-
strate that the predictive capability of the “standalone” thermal
models of GaN HEMTs can be very limited unless they are
self-consistently coupled with electrical models due to the
strong temperature dependence of the electrical current. 2) We
couple a 3-D CFD model of the device with the compact dc
current model and employ the developed model to explore the
potential of near-junction microchannel cooling of a multifin-
ger GaN HEMT when the microchannels are located in the
substrate layer of the device itself. Analysis demonstrates that
the self-consistency effects on power and temperature become
smaller for higher flow rates, but remain significant for the
entire range of flow rate considered or needed for the thermal
management.

Fig. 1. Schematic of a single-finger AlGaN/GaN HEMT.

This paper is arranged as follows: In Section II, we discuss
the methodology used to develop compact electrothermal
model for AlGaN/GaN HEMT to simulate current and tem-
perature self-consistently. In Section II-B, we compare results
for AlGaN/HEMT obtained from the compact electrothermal
model to the experiments and physical simulations to validate
the model. Then, in Section III, we include the results and
discussion for multifinger AlGaN/GaN HEMT for both
passive and microchannel cooling. Finally, we summarize the
important contributions of this paper.

II. METHODOLOGY

A cross-sectional schematic view of a single-finger
AlGaN/GaN HEMT is shown in Fig. 1. The current in the
channel region is obtained using an analytical drain current
model. The model utilizes a physics-based 2-D electron charge
density (2DEG) model valid for different regimes of device
operation including near-threshold and subthreshold gate bias
conditions [20].

A. Drain Current Model

A simple analytical expression for the drain current is
presented below. The derivation of the expression is presented
in [20] and [21], but briefly discussed below for completeness.
The current in the channel (Ids) is specified by (1). Here,
q is electron charge, ns is sheet charge (charge density per
unit area), μ is low-field mobility of the device, W is device
channel width, L is channel length, V is the local quasi-fermi
potential, x is position variable along the channel length, and
Vs and Vd are source and drain voltages

Ids = qnsμW
dV

dx
⇒ Ids = W

L

∫ Vd

Vs

qnsμdV . (1)

Using the triangular potential well approximation for 2-D
electron gas at the AlGaN/GaN interface, the sheet charge
(ns ; charge per unit area) can be specified as a function of the
first two subbands energy levels (E0 and E1) [22]

ns = DVth[ln(e(Ef −E0)/Vth + 1) + ln(e(Ef−E1)/Vth + 1)]. (2)

Some of the symbols used to denote the parameters are defined
in Table I. Subbands (E0 and E1) can be specified as

E0 = γ0n2/3
s and E1 = γ1n2/3

s (3)

where the constants γ0 and γ1 adjustable parameters and
generally obtained from the experiments [23].
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TABLE I

NOTATION OF THE PARAMETERS USED IN THE MODEL

Assuming AlGaN layer to be completely ionized, sheet
charge density (ns) can also be obtained as a function of gate
voltage (Vg) and Fermi energy level (Ef)

ns = ε

qd
(Vg0 − Ef). (4)

Here, Vg0 = Vgs − VOFF; VOFF is threshold voltage.
Furthermore, considering only the first energy level (since

the second energy level (E1) is much higher than Fermi
energy level (Ef) for the range of gate bias used during device
operation), and employing (2)–(4) together, we can obtain a
relation between sheet charge density (ns) and local quasi-
Fermi potential (V ) given by

Vg0 − V = qdns

ε
+ γ0n2/3

s + Vth ln

(
ns

DVth

)
. (5)

Using (1) and (5), we obtain the drain current (Ids) as a
function of charge carrier concentration at source and drain,
nS and nD , respectively [24]. More details about the derivation
of nS and nD are provided in the supplementary material

Ids = −qμW

L

⎡
⎢⎣

qd

2ε

(
n2

D − n2
S

)

+2

5
γ0

(
n5/3

D − n5/3
S

) + Vth(nD − nS)

⎤
⎥⎦. (6)

The low-field mobility model has been utilized in the drain
current model [22]. The expression for mobility (μ) is given
by (7)

μ = μmin + μmax − μmin

1 +
(

ns
nref

)α (7)

μmin, μmax, nref , and α are temperature-dependent fitting
parameters. The parameter μmax represents the mobility of
undoped or unintentionally doped samples, where the main
scattering mechanism is lattice scattering. μmin is the mobil-
ity in highly doped material, where impurity scattering is
dominant. The parameter α is a measure of how quickly
the mobility changes from μmax to μmin, and nref is the
carrier concentration at which the mobility is halfway between
μmax and μmin. The mobility model takes into account the self-
heating effects through the temperature dependence of these

TABLE II

PARAMETERS USED IN MOBILITY MODEL

parameters provided by

A(T ) = A0

(
T

300

)ζA

. (8)

The values of the parameters specified in (7) and (8) are
provided in Table II. It can be noted here that the mobility
expression given above is a low-field mobility model, but it
works well to simulate the experimental I–V curves for the
full range of Vds (0–10 V) considered here. The likely reason
is that the peak lateral electric field in the channel is still
less than 30 kV/cm corresponding to Vds = 10 V (the channel
length is 6.5 μm; gate to drain separation is 3 μm, where most
of the potential drop occurs in the channel). For higher electric
field, mobility will depend on the electric field and, in general,
appropriate high field mobility model for GaN HEMTs should
be considered.

Saturation effects in the model are incorporated by using
the saturation voltage (Vsat) model [25], specified by

Vsat = vsat(Vg0)

vsat + ( μ
2L

)
Vg0

. (9)

Here, vsat is saturation velocity (1.2 × 107 cm/s), and
Vg0 = Vgs–VOFF, where Vg and VOFF are the gate voltage and
threshold voltage, respectively. μ is the mobility inside the
channel from (7). Additional information about this model is
provided in the supplementary material.

B. Compact Thermal Model

Compact thermal model is based on a thermal resistance net-
work modeling approach in which the computational domain is
divided into a number of small regions, which are represented
by equivalent thermal resistances in the network (Fig. 2).
Although the thermal resistance network approach for GaN
HEMTs has been previously employed [26], when combined
with the above-mentioned electrical model, it becomes a
very useful and time-efficient technique for electrothermal
co-design of GaN HEMTs. The schematic corresponds to a
ten-finger AlGaN/GaN HEMT, but the methodology remains
similar for any number of fingers. Thermal resistance of each
cell depends on the material thermal conductivity, length of
the cell, and area (width in 2-D case) of the cell normal
to propagation of heat. The model allows the usage of
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity for GaN (kGaN =
150 (T/300)−1.4) and substrate (kSi = 148 (T/300)−1.3) in the
thermal model [27]. Dissipated power in the channel due to
Joule heating is specified at certain nodes at the top in the
network that represent the channel regions [Fig. 2(b)]. For
simplicity, we consider only two layers in the 2-D thermal
model: GaN (2 μm thickness) and the substrate (Si, 300 μm
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the computational domain of ten-finger AlGaN/GaN
HEMT used in finite-volume simulations; only half of the domain is consid-
ered due to symmetry. Heat source length is 0.5 μm, and three cases with
different pitch lengths (s = 30, 40, and 50 μm) are studied. (b) Thermal
resistance network used in the compact thermal model; power dissipation due
to Joule heating (Q1, Q2 etc.) is specified into specific nodes representing
the channel region in the network. Here, �x1 = pitch/3, �y1 = �tGaN,
�y2 = �y3 = �tSi/2. R1 is unit-cell thermal resistance along x-direction
in GaN layer, R2 is unit-cell thermal resistance along y-direction which
includes GaN layer resistance and GaN-Si contact resistance, R3 is unit-
cell thermal resistance along x-direction in Si layer, R4 is unit-cell thermal
resistance along y-direction, in Si layer. kGaN = 150 (T/300)−1.4 W/mK and
kSi = 148 (T/300)−1.3 W/mK are temperature-dependent thermal conduc-
tivity of GaN and Si layers, respectively. �tGaN and �tSi are thickness of
GaN and Si layers, respectively.

thickness) as other layers above GaN are too thin to have
any significant effect on the temperature. Thermal contact
resistance at the interface between GaN and substrate is
taken as 3.3 × 10−8 m2K/W [1]. This is included in the
thermal resistance network by adding into GaN-layer thermal
resistance. The bottom of the substrate layer is considered to
be at constant temperature of 300 K. Other boundaries are
treated as adiabatic.

At first, the power dissipation (Q = Vds × Ids) for all
fingers is calculated using the drain current model at 300 K.
The dissipated power (Q) is used as the input heat source at

the finger nodes [Fig. 2(b)] in the thermal resistance network
to obtain the temperature at all nodes. The temperature at
the channel/finger nodes is utilized to update the value of
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, and the thermal
resistance network is solved again. The process is repeated
for self-consistency within the thermal resistance network,
which is implemented by making sure that the relative change
in the maximum temperature with respect to previous itera-
tion (|(Tmax, i + 1 − Tmax, i)/Tmax, i| < 10−3) is negligibly
small. Subsequently, the temperature at the channel/finger
nodes is then used to update the mobility and get updated cur-
rent. The process is repeated for the self-consistency between
the current and temperature at a given Vgs and Vds. Thus, there
are two self-consistency loops (one due to thermal conductiv-
ity, another due to mobility) involved in the overall process.
Less than ten iterations are needed to achieve convergence
and self-consistent solution in single-finger GaN HEMT. Here,
ten iterations means that drain current model (which utilizes
temperature (K ) obtained from thermal model) and thermal
model (which utilizes power dissipation (W ) in the channel
obtained from drain current model) are solved sequentially ten
times. It takes less than 40 s on an Intel core i-7 processor to
obtain the entire set of self-consistent I–V curves (Fig. 3). For
ten-finger device simulations, we have used 20 iterations for
self-consistency. It takes 3.2 s on Intel core an i-7 processor
to obtain current and temperature in the ten-finger device
corresponding to Vds = 10 V and Vgs = 1 V. Number
of iterations (and hence the computation time) needed for
solutions corresponding to lower values of Vgs will be smaller
as temperature effects will be smaller. Both electrical and
thermal models are implemented in MATLAB. Gauss–Seidel
method is used to solve for temperature from the thermal
resistance network.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Single-Finger AlGaN/GaN HEMT

For the purpose of validation of the compact electrothermal
model, we obtain the experimental data from literature [1] for
AlGaN/GaN HEMT device as shown in Fig. 1. Here, the gate
length, gate-to-source spacing, and gate-to-drain spacing are 2,
1.5, and 3 μm, respectively. Thickness of SiN, AlGaN, GaN,
and Si layers are 50, 20, 2, and 300 μm, respectively. Fig. 3(a)
shows comparison of the output characteristics from the
experiments and the corresponding single-finger AlGaN/GaN
HEMT compact electrothermal model. We find that the results
obtained from the self-consistent model agree well with the
experiments. It can be noted here that the self-heating effects
become very significant for higher gate bias values, which
leads to negative differential resistance in the saturation region.
These effects are well captured by the compact electrothermal
model underlining its predictive ability [see Fig. 3(a)] and
confirming its validity. Fig. 3(b) shows the results of channel
temperature variation at different bias conditions obtained
using the compact electrothermal model of the single-finger
AlGaN/GaN HEMT. Higher gate bias leads to greater current
in the channel, which results in higher power dissipation and
subsequently higher temperature.
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Fig. 3. (a) Comparison of output characteristics of GaN HEMT from
experiments [1] and compact electrothermal model. (b) Temperature variation
with drain voltage for different gate voltages. Gate voltage (Vg) is varied
from 1 to −3.5 V in the steps of 0.5 V.

The computational domain for the device is shown in Fig. 1.
For simplicity, we consider only two layers in the thermal
model: GaN (2 μm thickness) and the substrate (Si or SiC,
300 μm thickness) as other layers above GaN are too thin
to have any significant effect on the temperature. Thermal
contact resistance at the interface between GaN and substrate
(3.3 × 10−8 m2K/W) has been included [28]. Temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity has been used for all the
materials, and the mathematical expressions for each are
mentioned earlier. Heat source is considered to be 0.5 μm
with 50 μm lateral width for thermal spreading on either
side. The bottom of the substrate layer is considered to be at
constant temperature of 300 K. Other boundaries are treated
as adiabatic. Fig. 4 shows the channel temperature varia-
tion against dissipated power with constant and temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity. It is clear that for higher
power (>1 W/mm), the effect of temperature dependence
on thermal conductivity starts showing on the temperature
profile such that this effect becomes more dominant with
increasing power. This shows that the temperature dependence
of thermal conductivity is very important in predicting the
correct electrothermal transport characteristics for AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs, considering the fact that these devices are potential
candidates for higher power applications.

B. Multifinger AlGaN/GaN HEMT

1) Passive Cooling: To further demonstrate the utility of
the compact electrothermal model in the case of multifinger

Fig. 4. Effect of temperature dependence of thermal conductivity on the
temperature variation with power dissipation in single-finger AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs. Results indicate that it is important to consider the temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity particularly at high power.

Fig. 5. 2-D temperature contour plots of multifinger GaN HEMT for
different pitch length (a) 30, (b) 40, and (c) 50 μm. Lower pitch length leads
to lower lateral thermal spreading and higher thermal crosstalk among the
heat-dissipating channel regions, which results in higher temperature. Results
correspond to gate voltage Vg = 0 V and drain voltage Vd = 10 V.

HEMTs, we consider a ten-finger AlGaN/GaN HEMT with Si
substrate. 2-D thermal simulations are carried out for the ten-
finger device. The results for temperature profile in the device
obtained from finite-volume thermal simulations are shown
in Fig. 5. We study cases of three different finger-to-finger
spacings referred to as pitch length (s = 30, 40, and 50 μm).
Here, we assume the length of the heat source to be 0.5 μm
for each finger.

Results in Fig. 5 illustrate the effects of self-heating, thermal
spreading, and thermal “coupling” or “crosstalk” among fin-
gers on the temperature profile. The temperature profile shows
local maxima at the location of heat sources. We can note that
the higher pitch length leads to better lateral thermal spreading
and lower thermal crosstalk effects, which lowers the peak
temperature in the device as seen in [1], [29]. Also, we observe
that temperature is significantly lower for the outermost fingers
compared to the inner ones due to the same reasons.

We compare the temperature results (Fig. 6) obtained
from compact electrothermal model and finite-volume thermal
simulations to illustrate the capability of the model for
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Fig. 6. Temperature variation along the lateral direction in multifinger GaN
HEMT at gate voltage, Vg = 0 V and drain voltage Vd = 10 V for three
different pitch lengths (a) 30 μm, (b) 40 μm, and (c) 50 μm. Solid curves and
symbols represent results from finite-volume thermal simulations and thermal
compact models, respectively. Results underline the validity of the compact
model.

temperature prediction with reasonable accuracy. The fig-
ure shows the spatial variability in the temperature profile
in the lateral direction at the top surface of a ten-finger
GaN HEMT for three different pitch lengths. Here, we note
that as the pitch decreases from 50 to 30 μm, the peak
temperature in the device increases by 35 °C. The temperatures
at inner fingers are nearly identical. However, they drop
appreciably for the outermost fingers. This drop increases from
15 °C to 35 °C as the pitch decreases from 50 to 30 μm. Over-
all, we find that the results from the compact model agree well
with the results of finite-volume-based thermal simulations.
With the combined benefits of significantly reduced computa-
tion time and reasonable accuracy, the presented compact elec-
trothermal model can serve as a very useful and cost-effective
tool for design and analysis of GaN-HEMTs based circuits.

2) Microchannel Cooling: In order to perform self-
consistent electrothermal modeling of microchannel cooling,
we combine electrical dc model discussed earlier with CFD
model of AlGaN/GaN using ANSYS Fluent (Fig. 7). We
consider the full 3-D model of the device for the CFD
calculations with dimensions and material properties specified
in [1]. Die area of the device is considered to be 650 ×
650 μm2. The heat flux area corresponding to each fin-
ger is 0.5 × 250 μm2. The pitch between gate fingers is
50 μm. The die (2-μm GaN buffer layer on 300-μm-thick
Si substrate) is considered to be attached to CuW (640 μm)
package with a 50-μm-thick AuSn solder layer. The package
is considered to be mounted on a heat sink (a copper cold
plate) using a 50-μm-thick thermal epoxy layer. Water-glycol
mixture is used as the coolant for microfluidics cooling with
four microchannels embedded in Si substrate each of 100 ×
100 μm2 cross-sectional area. A total of 1.3 million cells have
been used in the CFD model after performing grid independent
tests. We vary the coolant flow rate between 2 and 48 mL/min.

We consider the device to be operating at Vgs = 0 V and
Vds = 10 V, and the subsequent analysis corresponds to this

Fig. 7. Self-consistent temperature profile of ten-finger GaN on Si HEMT
with embedded microchannel cooling in the Si substrate. (a) front/inlet view,
(b) top view, and (c) back/outlet view. Here, Vg = 0 V and drain voltage
Vd = 10 V. Total area of the device 650 × 650 μm2. Microchannel area
100 × 100 μm2. Each heat flux area = 0.5 × 250 μm2. Gate finger
pitch = 50 μm.

Fig. 8. (a) Variation of peak temperature of gate finger locations at varied
flow rate. It also compares the effect of passive and microchannel cooling on
the peak temperature. The marked effect of self-consistency in electrothermal
modeling of microchannel cooling can also be seen here. (b) Variation of
total power in the ten-finger device at varied flow rate. It also compares the
effect of self-consistency on power [= Id(Vds, Vgs, T )× Vd] for both passive
and microchannel cooling. The blue and red dotted lines show the power in
the device at Vds = 10 V and Vgs = 0 V for isothermal and self-consistent
simulations, respectively, for the case of passive cooling.

bias condition. Fig. 8 shows the peak temperature variation
of gate fingers corresponding to different microchannel flow
rates, and also highlights the importance of self-consistency
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during the electrothermal modeling of AlGaN/GaN devices.
The electrothermal simulations are run iteratively to achieve a
self-consistent solution for current (power) and temperature
for fixed bias voltages (Vds = 10 V and Vgs = 0 V).
We find that when the total 3 W of power is dissipated
in the ten-finger device, the self-consistent peak temperature
is 515 K in passive cooling. In comparison, it should be
noted that the isothermal (300 K) power for the same case is
nearly 7 W. With microchannel cooling, the peak temperature
decreases with the increasing flow rate albeit with diminishing
returns. We find significant reduction in the peak tempera-
ture (∼140 K) due to microchannel cooling at the flow rate
of 48 mL/min. Here, the difference in the peak temperature
with and without self-consistency is about 75 K at 2.4 mL/min,
and it reduces 25 K at 48 mL/min. Thus, although the self-
consistency effects become smaller for higher flow rates, they
remain significant for the entire range of flow rate considered
here. Self-consistency effect reduces the power from 7 to
3 W in the passive cooling case. In the case of microchannel
cooling, self-consistency effect on power dissipation decreases
with increased flow rate as we can see that the self-consistency
effect reduces the power from 7 to 4.4 W at 2.4 mL/min
and to 5.4 W at 48 mL/min. It is also worth noting that the
self-consistency effects are more pronounced in the passive
cooling case due to higher temperature. The results discussed
here clearly indicate that the accuracy of thermal design and
analysis of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs-based devices will be greatly
improved when thermal models are properly coupled with the
electrical device models.

IV. CONCLUSION

We present a self-consistent electrothermal model to study
the passive and active cooling in multifinger AlGaN/ GaN
HEMT. In this process, we utilize a physics-based electrical
compact model of the device and couple it with 2-D and
3-D CFD-based thermal models. In the case of passive cool-
ing, we also develop a compact electrothermal model that
is computationally very efficient and provides high-fidelity
results. We further examine the importance of self-consistency
in these models and find that the predictive capability of the
“standalone” thermal models of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs can be
very limited unless they are self-consistently coupled with the
electrical models due to the temperature dependence of the
electrical current. Comparison of active and passive cooling
in these devices suggests that the device-level microchannel
cooling can be very beneficial for relatively lower-thermal-
conductivity substrates and self-consistent models are needed
for accurate estimations of temperature and current/power.
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